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Northern California Pole Spear Fixed 

 

The B3121-4 Polespear is a newly released Polespear design made and designed by LEI.  

This pole is a collaboration with many Pacific Northwest Divers and their preferred setups.     

 

B3121-4 FEATURES: 

 Front Fixed Tip (provides the diver the option at the blink of an eye to convert the 

tip type without tools)  

 Sure Grip recessed tightening grips on pole sections. (allows the diver to snug the 

poles together easier.) 

 Dual Loop Rubber.  2 positions for load for different pole length and Power. 

 5 Year warranty to original buyer 

 Water Seal and Thread Locker Connection.  It’s designed to be tight so poles will not 

unscrew in use so SNUG UP THE CONNECTION TIGHT!  REMEMBER – NEVER 

USE TEFLON TAPE ON THREADS for Pole to Pole connection! The tight thread 

tolerance will not allow for a tape sealer too 

 Stow clip and side hole (when your pole is not in use, clip it on your float and keep the 

tip out of harm’s way) 

 Made from 5/8” O.D. thick walled aluminum tubing with a black anodized finish 

 3 Different Configuration Setups 

 Pole Package comes with Flopper type spear tip.  Other tips options available 
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SETUP OPTIONS: 

 

 

POLE Setup for Maximum Rubber 

stretch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 POLE Setup Short length hunting 

in holes 

 

 

 

 

 

POLE Setup with 1 foot length in 

front of Grip.  Get the tip farther 

away from your body for spooky 

fish. 
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Water Tight and Threadlocking Connection.  

 

Alignment spud prevents cross threading and adds strength to the joint as it is tightly 

toleranced for the inside of the tubing. 

Use the Stainless Stow clip when your pole is not in use, clip it on your float and keep the 

tip out of harm’s way. 

There is a lifetime 10% discount on all LEI manufactured spear 

tips for ALL Original Purchasers of the next generation Pole 

Spears B3020 and newer models. 

 

5 Year Warranty 

The 5/8" LINGHUNT B3020 and B3120 Series Pole spear has a 5 year warranty against 

defects in material or workmanship for original Buyer. 

This doesn’t cover abuse and misuse of the pole spear (Use as a Pry Bar, Driving over it 

with Truck, etc) 

Rubbers are not included as they are a consumable and need replacement with use. 

 


